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SEPARATION OF MESON AND QUARK�GLUONDEGREES OF FREEDOM IN HADRONINTERACTIONS�A.I. MahavarianiJoint Institute for Nulear Researh, DubnaMosow region 141980, Russiaand High Energy Physis Institute of Tbilisi State UniversityUniversity str. 9, Tbilisi 380086, Georgia(Reeived July 13, 2000)Aording to the onventional approah, hadrons an be treated asbound states of quarks. In this formulation one builds reation or anni-hilation operators of hadrons through the interating quark operators inthe Heisenberg piture q(x). This approah gives another possibilities todistinguish e�ets generated by quark�gluon degrees of freedom.PACS numbers: 13.75.�n, 14.70.DjThe unique self-onsistent onstrution of the bound states in quan-tum �eld theory was presented by Haag, Nishijima and Zimmermann inRef. [1�3℄ and afterwards was developed by Huang and Weldon [4℄. The nu-leon annihilation operator Bin(out)(p) an be onstruted as a three-quarkbound state annihilation operator in the following wayBin(out)(p) = limX0!�1(+1)Bp(X0); (1)where p = (qp2 +m2N ;p) is four momentum of the asymptoti nuleon andthe Heisenberg operator Bp(X0) is de�ned through a nonloal �eld operator�p(X) of nuleonBp(X0) = Z d3X exp (ipX)u(p)0�p(X): (2)� Presented at the Meson 2000, Sixth International Workshop on Prodution, Proper-ties and Interation of Mesons, Craow, Poland, May 19�23, 2000.(2471)



2472 A.I. MahavarianiThe omposite nuleon �eld operator �p(X) (whih is nonloal beauseit depends on the nuleon four-momentum p ) is onstruted through a threeHeisenberg quark �elds qi(xi) with orresponding mass mi (i = 1; 2; 3) [1�3℄�p(X) = lim�12!0 lim�3!0 T (q1(x1)q2(x2)q3(x3))�p(X = 0; �12; �3) ; (3a)where �p(X; �12; �3) � �p(x1; x2; x3) = h0jT (q1(x1)q2(x2)q3(x3))jpi (4)is a three quark�nuleon bound state wave funtion whih is unambiguouslydetermined as the solution of the bound state Bethe�Salpeter equation witha quark�gluon interation potential, X = (m1x1 +m2x2 +m3x3)=(m1 +m2+m3) and �12 = x1 � x2, �3 = (m1x1 +m2x2)=(m1 +m2) � x3 � x12 � x3denotes the enter of mass and the two relative Jaobi four-oordinates.In the other approah [4℄, the omposite nuleon �eld operator is de�nedas �p(X) = Z d4�12d4�3�yp(X = 0; �12; �3)T (q1(x1)q2(x2)q3(x3): (3b)In the same manner one an also onstrut omposite meson �elds throughthe quark�antiquark operators.In Refs. [1�4℄ it was shown that asymptoti �eld operators Bin(out)(p)(1) satisfy the same antiommutation relations as the ordinary loal �eldoperators bin(out)(p) for nuleons in the onventional quantum �eld theory.These relations make it possible to onstrut any �in� or �out� states withan arbitrary number of on-mass shell non-interating, free partiles. Fromthe general standpoint, we an assume that the one partile �eld operatorsBin(out)(p) and Bin(out)(p) are identialBin(out)(p) = bin(out)(p) : (5)Otherwise, we must provide one hadron annihilation operator Bin(out)(p)with some distintive features whih allows us to separate it from the or-dinary hadron operator bin(out)(p). This supposition ontradits with thepriniples of the onstrution of the hadroni states from the quark de-grees of freedom. Therefore, we admit the validity of equation (5). Conse-quently, we obtain that the Fok spae, the ompleteness ondition for theasymptoti �in� or �out� real hadron �elds Pn jn; in(out)ih(out)in;nj = 1and even the sattering S-matrix, between an arbitrary n and m-partilestates Smn = hout;mjn; ini, are idential in the formulations with and with-out quark degrees of freedom.



Separation of Meson and Quark�Gluon: : : 2473Equation (5) also has one more interpretation. Thus from (5) it followsthatBout(p)� Bin(p) = Z d4XeipX�i� 5X� �mN��p(X)= bout(p)� bin(p) = Z d4xeipx�i��x� �mN�	(x) ;(6)where 	(x) is the loal �eld operator of nuleon without quarks.From relation (6) we see that the same di�erene between �out� and�in� operators (whih de�nes the S-matrix), an be generated by nonloal�i��X��mN��p(X) and loal �i��x��mN�	(x) soure operators. Thus,if we onsider the soure operator of the partile as initial-boundary (input!)onditions, then relation (6) means that by di�erent initial-boundary on-ditions of our problem (with or without quarks) we an obtain the sameresulting S-matrix. Therefore,the employment of quark degrees of freedomis required if by desription of some sattering reation the loal soure op-erators (i.e. renormalzed Lagrangians onstruting from the loal �elds withdetermined quantization rules) are not enough.Now let me onsider the question: whih experimental observable andtheoretial relation indiates diretly the quark�gluon ontribution apartfrom the hadron degrees of freedom? The answer of this question is wellknown in Partile Physis. There the quark degrees of freedom were linkedwith the broken SU(3) or SU(6) symmetries whih generate famous hadronmass splitting formulas, predit the values of the magneti momenta ofbaryons, provides us with an asymptoti behavior of the S-matrix elements[5, 6℄ et.In my talk I will onsider the onsequenes whih follows from the Haag�Nishijima�Zimmermann piture of hadrons as quark bound states. Thisformulation is not restrited by a partiular e�etive quark�gluon interationLagrangian and any spei� dynamial mehanism an be inorporated inthis sheme. Moreover, from the onstrution of the general �eld-theoretialpotential follows some onstrains for the quark masses and quark�mesonvertex funtions. For example, it was shown that if the sum of onstituentquark masses is equal to the nuleon massm1+m2+m3 = mN , then the purelong-distane one-pion exhange interation between nuleons vanishes [8℄.Let me turn to the above question and show that the Haag�Nishijima�Zimmermann formulation provides us with additional possibilities to distin-guish e�ets whih an be generated only by quark�gluon degrees of freedom.In partiular, from the general view point, the quark degrees of freedom an



2474 A.I. Mahavarianibe found in the hadron�hadron interation as the result of the rede�nitionof the transition amplitudeshout;mjj(0)jn; ini , hout;mjJp(0)jn; ini; (7)where instead of the loal hadron soure operator (for instane, for pi-mesonj(x) = �2x + m2���(x)) the quark struture generates the additional de-pendene on the partile four-momentum in soure operator (i.e. for pion asquark�antiquark bound state, we have Jp(X) = �2X +m2���p(X), where�p(X) is built from q(x) and q(x) in similar way as nuleon nonloal op-erators (3a) or (3b) ). For example, for the reations with the dominane�nal �N � N vertex funtion with and without quark degrees of freedommust be desribed in the di�erent kinematial way. Thus, if the quark de-grees of freedom are not taken into aount, then the �NN vertex funtionwill be redued to the formfators whih only depend on one variable a fourmomentum transfer t = (p0N � pN )2. However, if the quark degrees of free-dom are important for the onsidered reation with the dominane �nal �Ntransition, then the additional dependene in �NN vertex funtions overthe s = (p� + pN )2 and u = (p� � p0N )2 variables must be observed.Other essential di�erene between the �eld-theoretial formulations withand without quark degrees of freedom appears by onstrution of the e�e-tive potentials in the equations for the sattering amplitude. Based on therelativisti �eld-theoretial spetral deomposition method for the hadron�hadron amplitude with hadrons as quark bound states, we have derived athree-dimensional Lippmann�Shwinger-type integral equation for the or-responding amplitude. The resulting ovariant equations have the followingattrative features [7�9℄:I: These ovariant equations an be transformed analytially and unam-biguously into the four-dimensional Lorentz-invariant Bethe�Salpeter equa-tions or other �eld-theoretial equations. Therefore, all the results obtainedon the basis of these linearized three-dimensional equation remain valid forthe other �eld-theoretial approahes as well.II: The use of these relativisti equations for the investigation of sat-tering reations without quarks is onvenient, beause the orrespondinge�etive potential (or exhange urrents) are onstruted from one-variablevertex funtions. In all other �eld-theoretial approahes the e�etive po-tentials (or exhange urrents) are de�ned by verties depending on two orthree variables.



Separation of Meson and Quark�Gluon: : : 2475III: It has been demonstrated that the onsidered equation for hadron�hadron sattering does not hange its form if nuleons and mesons areonsidered as bound states of quarks aording to the Haag�Nishijima�Zimmermann [1�4℄ treatment of bound states in the quantum �eld theory.Moreover, we have shown that the amplitude of the suggested satteringequations with quark degrees of freedom satis�es the unitarity onditionand there are no problems arising from the quark�gluon exhange poles.The e�etive potential of these three-dimensional ovariant equation on-sists of two parts: on-mass shell partile exhange terms and terms whihontain all o�-mass shell partile exhange diagrams. This o�-mass shellpartile exhange part has the form of the equal time ommutator betweenthe soure operator and Heisenberg �eld operator whih in asymptoti regiontransforms into partile reation or annihilation operator [7�9℄. In parti-ular, for the NN sattering this equal-time ommutator term reproduesexatly the One Boson Exhange (OBE) Bonn model of the NN potential.If we also take into aount the quark degrees of freedom, then in additionto the OBE model of the NN-potential, we also will get the quark and gluonexhange diagrams [8℄. Therefore, the problem with the double aount ofthe meson and quark degrees of freedom does not appear in the suggestedformulation.From the above onsideration we an onlude that if the one-variablemeson�nuleon vertex funtions (i.e. any renormalized Lagrangian modelwith loal �elds) are enough for a desription of all experimental data of the�N or NN sattering equations in low and intermediate energies, then inthis energy region the quark degrees of freedom are not essential and an beomitted. Otherwise, the more detailed and omplete analysis allows us toestimate the importane of the quark�gluon degrees of freedom in the �Nand NN sattering reation up to 1 GeV.I express my deep gratitude to the organizators of the workshopMESON2000 for the possibility to give this talk.REFERENCES[1℄ R. Haag, Phys. Rev. 112, 669 (1958).[2℄ K. Nishijima,Phys. Rev. 111, 995 (1958).[3℄ W. Zimmermann, Nuovo Cim. 10, 598 (1958).[4℄ K. Huang, H.A. Weldon, Phys. Rev. D11, 257 (1975).[5℄ V.A. Matveev, R.M.Muradyan, A.N. Tavkhelidze, Lett. Nuovo Cim. 7, 719(1973).
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